Class 15: Representing Images as Lists of Spots

Held: Monday, 24 September 2007

Summary: Today we consider one simple representation of images in which we list the positions and colors of the colored spots in an image. Along the way, we explore lists, an important structured data type in Scheme.

Related Pages:
- EBoard.
- Lab: Representing Images as Lists of Spots.
- Reading: Representing Images as Lists of Spots.

Notes:
- Are there questions on Exam 1?
- Reading for Tuesday: Iterating Over Lists.
- Sorry for the problems with DrFu over the weekend. We’re hoping not too many more crop up.
- For those of you who did the reading early: I’ve changed terminology slightly.
- New groups!

Overview:
- Spot lists: Another perspective on images.
- Lists in Scheme.
- Basic list operations.
- Processing spot lists.
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